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Helping Australian companies streamline their processes and drive down costs.

Buying Second-hand Heat Transfer Equipment

With the recent closure of many mines and service companies, there is large
amount of used equipment coming onto the market and more of our clients
are considering used heat transfer equipment for their smaller projects, or for
replacement of failed equipment. In some instances this can prove to be an
effective and economic solution to a particular problem. But there is also a
high potential for economic loss and even safety issues.

With general process equipment such as tanks and pumps, the requirements
for inspection and overhaul is usually easy to assess, and manufacturer’s
information is often readily available. This is generally not the case with heat
transfer equipment, much of which is bespoke equipment originally designed
for one purpose. But that does not mean that used heat transfer equipment
is not worth investigating.
So how can you minimise the risk? The following is a brief guide to buying used. This is not a substitute for expert
advice, but can help you with making the assessment whether second hand is actually the second best option.

FIRED EQUIPMENT
In many cases, buying used boilers and water heaters
can be worthwhile. The main reason for this is the
regime of statutory inspections and maintenance
required keep this equipment in service.
Thermal oil heaters, on the other hand, do not always
present such good buying. If the oil is not maintained or
changed regularly, carbon deposits that may not be
visible externally may have led to hot spots and
weakening of the metal and welds. If external oil leaks
through cracks are already evident, it is possible that the
cracks will continue to appear even after repair.
With Fired Equipment, good maintenance records will
generally provide a reasonable indication of the quality
of the equipment. If the records are poor or suspect,
there is a good chance the equipment will be as well.

corrosion is rarely an issue in Thermal Oil heaters, but it
pays to check around the base of the heater where
water may have collected when the equipment was idle.
Tubes should also be checked for thickness. Thin tubes
are not necessarily a reason to reject the equipment;
retubing is often an economic option, but should be
factored into the cost of getting the equipment up to
reasonable condition when comparing to buying new.
Check the refractory and external insulation, and be
aware that some old or imported equipment may contain
asbestos. It is also likely that any cast refractory will be
damaged in transport, so factor in re-casting these areas
or replacing with a suitable refractory board.
If you are planning on re-using a gas
fired burner, it is worth checking on
the status of compliance to AS/NZS
5601 because old equipment may not
comply with the current standard.

Shell thickness checks are recommended for
equipment that has been in water service, particularly
around the operating water level in boilers. Internal
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SHELL AND TUBE EXCHANGERS
As second-hand heat transfer equipment, shell and tube
exchangers are often the safest buying, for several
reasons.
Assessing the condition of the exchanger is generally
fairly simple, and often they are registered pressure
vessels that have undergone
routine inspection over their
life.
Shell thickness tests
and tube thickness tests can
all be performed by routine
Non-Destructive
Testing
(NDT) available.
Perhaps more importantly, it is easy to determine the
suitability of a shell and tube exchanger for your duty.
Standard software such as HTFS or HTRI can be used
to rate shell and tube exchangers, and it is not an
onerous task to calculate its capacity manually. A
number of companies, including Engineered Efficiency¸
can assist with re-rating.

However, there are a small number of potential traps
with shell and tube exchangers to be aware of.
a) Metric Tube Sizes
Some European built exchangers utilise metric
tube sizes, some of which are difficult to obtain
in Australia.
b) Baffle Damage
Poor re-tubing practices or operating conditions
can lead to baffle damage, which in turn may
reduce performance and tube-life. If possible,
pull one or two tubes and check for damage to
the tube or mis-spaced baffle markings, or else
use an endoscope through the shell-side
nozzles for a visual examination.
c) Shell-Side Fouling
Beware of excessive fouling in the shell-side of
the exchanger. This may require extensive
chemical cleaning, or complete tube removal
and hydroblasting to rectify.

AIR-COOLED HEAT EXCHANGERS
Like their shell and tube cousins, problems with aircooled heat exchangers are generally evident from
inspection. They can also be rated from existing
software or by manual methods, as long as the
performance of the fan is known.
If the fins are badly damaged, corroded or eroded, then
it is probably not worth purchasing. A large portion of
the cost of an air-cooled exchanger is in the finnedtubes, so a re-tube may run to close to the cost of a new
unit when the cost of removing the old tubes is factored
in.
That said, often it is only the first row of fins that become
damaged (mainly from impact by small particles in the
air), and re-tubing this row only may prove to be a good
economic case.
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For plug-type box headers, pay particular attention to the
state of the plugs and seals. Up-sized or welded in
plugs are indications of repeated work on the tubes, and
it might not be long before the header becomes
unserviceable. This can be a difficult and expensive
exercise on the typically thick plates used in this style of
header.
Having unserviceable fans
does not necessarily mean
that the exchanger is not
worth buying. Fans are not
expensive to overhaul or
replace, and often replacing
old fans with new, more
efficient fans may lead to
energy savings in the long-term.
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PLATE HEAT EXCHANGERS
Although used plate heat
exchangers are plentiful and
can be purchased at essentially
scrap
value,
we
would
generally
not
recommend
buying them second-hand. If
the application requires the
exchanger to be registered as
a pressure vessel, we would
definitely recommend buying new – trying to re
re-certify
old plate heat exchangers to comply with AS 1210 or
other vessel code is generally more trouble than they
are worth.
If you still want to consider a second-hand
hand option, then
check
heck the availability of replacement parts. Plate heat
exchanger models are frequently updated and getting
parts for old models can sometimes be a problem. The
reason a plate exchanger
nger may be selling at little more
than scrap value is simply because it would cost more to
buy parts to overhaul it than to buy a new one.
Corrosion doesn’tt only happen while the units are in
service. Plate heat exchangers that have been sitting
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for a long time may have developed
pitting corrosion from any residual
water or process fluid. Allow for a
complete strip down,
down clean and
inspection of the plates and gaskets
from a reputable service centre within
the cost of getting the equipment into
service..
Check for the straightness of the frame plates. For
instance, older
lder Alfa Laval M10 exchangers without
tightening bolts in the corners of the frames are
particularly susceptible to bending around the port area
which makes sealing of the first plate onto the port
difficult.
The final problem may be determining if the exchanger
will suit your process.
Software for rating heat
exchangers is proprietary to the manufacturer. If you
are planning on using genuine parts or have a good
relationship with the supplier, they can often provide a
re-rating.
rating. If the original data sheets are available,
available it may
be possible to perform a pro-rata
pro
re-rating. Otherwise, it
is pretty much guesswork.

Engineered Efficiency is a Western Australian business focussed on helping small to medium companies
streamline their production and maintenance processes, and reduce input costs from utilities and reagents.
We do this through working closely with our customers to understand their
eir business needs and
processes, and apply our experience and knowledge to build practical and achievab
achievable programs to improve
efficiency and drive down costs.

Our Managing Director, Jon Langford, has over 20 years experience in design, construction and ma
maintenance
intenance
of process plants and commercial buildings. Jon started Altrum Pty Ltd in 2002, providing process
engineering, chemical manufacturing and storage, and heat transfer solutions across Australia. Between
2010 and 2015, Jon worked outside of Altrum in process plant maintenance and utility asset management
fields. He recommenced work with Altrum at the end of 2015, trading as Engineered Efficiency, integrating
this recent experience with the innovative process solutions he provided previously through Altrum.
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